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PREFACE 
 

Every laboratory need a reference interval value to compare the results of 

each parameters to be used in interpreting the laboratory result. Although 

every laboratory should establish its own reference values based on the 

genetic background, gender, diet, environment and other local factors, not all 

laboratory can produce its own reference interval value. Its is important that 

each country should have its local reference value, which is sometimes 

different compared to other countries. To make a reference interval value for 

a specific population the laboratory should have a certain number of healthy 

subject that can represent the population. A reference value for adults is more 

easier to be establised, but reference value for children is very difficult to be 

produced. The Indonesian Association of Clinical Pathology and Laboratory 

Medicine has compiled the hematology results of several populations of 

children from different age as a reference value in population. This reference 

value interval hopefully will be useful for clinicians and contribute for better 

care of pediatric population in Indonesia. 
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Abstract 
Every clinical laboratory have to established  its reference ranges for every 

parameter analyzed. This reference values are intervals that is considered 

normal in physiological condition of a healthy person. It will be used by the 

clinician or other health professionals to interpred the laboratory test resutls 

of the patient for making diagnostic decision, monitoring patient therapy, 

predicting the prognosisand its also used in epidemiology studies. A 

reference range is defined as an interval in which 95% of values of a reference 

population fall into it. It is very crucial to establish reference interval for local 

population as it is sometimes affected by ethnicity, nutrition and food habits, 

economic and other local conditions.  

 

Hematology is the most common test performed in a clinical laboratory, and 

the most used parameter by the clinician including pediatricians. There are 

up till now no well established reference interval for hematological parameters 

in pediatric and children in Indonesia. The reference interval used for 

hematology parameters in Indonesia are based on reference interval from 

other countries or from the manufacturer of the hematology analyzers used 

in a particular laboratory. Establishing a population specific hematology 

reference interval is very difficult for pediatric and childrens, so it is rarely 

performed.  



 

Data for some hematology parameters intervals are compiled based on 

studies performed in Indonesian population and presented as 95% 

confidence intervals. 
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Introduction 
Hematology parameters are the most common test asked by the clinician 

especially pediatrician for the making the clinical decisions. Hematology 

parameters are mostly performed using automated blood cell counters, in 

Indonesia based of reports the  most parameters analyzed are for the 

hemoglobin, hematocrit, red blood cell count, red blood cell indices, white 

blood cell count, white blood cell differential count, and platelet. This is the 

most basic hematology test performed in a basic small blood cell counter. 

Many larger instruments can perform more than 30 hematology parameters 

simultaneously using only around 150-300 L whole blood. It is a very 

efficient test, using small amount of blood, generating many useful 

parameters especially in babies and small children.1,2 

 

Hematology parameters give information for the use in routine assessment 

for diagnosis of red blood cells, white blood cells and platelet disorders, 

infectious diseases, immune status, choosing the right management plan for 

the patients, monitoring outcome of therapy and also for the predicting the 

prognosis. An age-related hematology reference value is needed for 

interpretation of the results.  Hematology parameters are often use as a 

screening test and based on the results in comparison with the reference 

values, the clinician can order other parameters for diagnosing the condition 

of the patients.2,3 

 



Reference ranges can differ based on gender, age, geographic condition, 

altitude, ethnic background, nutrition and food habit in each country. Normal 

hematology values presented as reference value is needed for every country 

for optimal care of the patients. Reference range for pediatric patient is very 

difficult to obtain, unlike the adult reference value which can be obtain from 

medical check-up patients or blood donors, healthy baby or children are rarely 

ask to be tested. No current Indonesian based pediatric hematology reference 

values is available, hopefully this reference value would be very useful for the 

care of the children in Indonesia.1,4 

 

Reference values of hematology in children 
Reference range for hematology parameters in different groups of age is 

different. The reference values  interval in hematology are usually categorized 

as newborns, infants, babies, children and teenagers or young adults. 1,5,6 In 

table 1 the hematology parameters are grouped into babies (1 year old), 

primary school age children (between 7 to 12 years old) and secondary school 

age teenagers (between 13 to 15 years old). Results were quoted from 3 

different studies, all subjects were healthy children, as evaluated by 

pediatricians. The studies were performed in Jakarta and West Java, 

Indonesia, all using Sysmex Hematology analyzers.7-9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 1. Reference value of Hematology parameters in babies, children 
and teenagers 7-9 

Parameter  Unit Mean SD Range 

     
Baby 12 months (N= 100)     

Hemoglobin  g/dL 11.5 0.99 9.5 -13.5 

Hematocrit    % 34.8 2.56 30 - 40 

Red Blood Count (RBC) 106/µL 4.69 0.32 4.05 – 5.33 

Mean Cell Volume (MCV) fL 74.4 4.81 65 - 84 

Mean Cell Hemoglobin 

(MCH)* 

pg 24.9  20 - 28 

Mean Cell Hemoglobin 

Concentration (MCHC) 

g/dL 33.1 1.26 31 - 36 

White Blood Count (WBC)* 103/µL 12.6  7.4 – 17.5  

Platelet * 103/µL 267 155.09 106 – 523 

Red Cell Distribution width 

(RDW-SD) 

fL 40.9 3.31 34.5 - 47.1 

     

Children 8-12 years (N= 120) 

Hemoglobin (Hgb) g/dL 12.8 0.86 11.1 – 14.5 

Hematocrit (Hct) % 36.3 2.11 32.1 – 40.5 

Red Blood Count (RBC) 106/µL 4.55 0.29 3.97 – 5.13 

Mean Cell Volume (MCV) fL 80 3.37 73 – 87 

Mean Cell Hemoglobin 

(MCH)* 

pg 28.1  26 - 30 

Mean Cell Hemoglobin 

Concentration (MCHC) 

g/dL 35.2 0.91 33 - 37 

White Blood Count (WBC)* 103/µL 8.2 1.97 4.3 – 12.1 

Platelet (PLT)* 103/mL 369  204 - 534 

     



Parameter  Unit Mean SD Range 

 
Children-Teenagers 12-15 years  (N= 60) 

Hemoglobin (Hgb)* g/dL 13.3  11.2 - 15.2 

Hematocrit (Hct)* % 39.4  34 – 43.3 

Red Blood Count (RBC) 106/µL 4.77 0.47 3.83 – 5.71 

Mean Cell Volume (MCV)* fL 83.4  61.4 - 89.6 

Mean Cell Hemoglobin 

(MCH)* 

pg 28.3  19.3 – 30.4 

Mean Cell Hemoglobin 

Concentration (MCHC)* 

g/dL 33.9  32 - 35 

White Blood Count (WBC) 103/µL 7.5 1.64 4.2 – 10.8 

Platelet (PLT) 103/µL 311 69.08 173 - 449 

Red Cell Distribution width 

(RDW-CV)* 

fL 13.1  11.8 – 16.6 

 

Results were calculated as mean+ 2SD except those marked with * were 

calculated as 5th to 95th percentile. 

 

The results of the hematology parameters in 12 months old babies are 

deducted from studies in Jakarta, in middle income families. The reference 

values in primary school age children age 8-12 years old were taken from 

studies in Jakarta, also in middle income families, and the reference values 

in the older children were from secondary school children in West Java area, 

also in middle income families.7-9 

 
The use of reference values 
Reference interval values should be provided for each laboratory results 

produce by the laboratory. It is used as decision-making tools to differentiate 

between healthy and diseased population, for physician to determine the 

management of the patients. Reference values are usually derived from 



normal healthy subjects. Determination of a reference range values is very 

difficult in pediatric subjects, it changes with the age due to physiological 

developments from birth to adolescence and the rare opportunity to get blood 

from healthy pediatric subjects. Normal subjects can also give different results 

based on the nutrient variation, socio economic condition and different 

altitude in each area of Indonesia.10,11 

 

Detection of anemia and polycythemia 
Hematology parameters are very useful for clinicians. It gives information on 

the condition and changes in red blood cells, white blood cells, platelets and 

their cross interactions. The red blood cells parameters can give information 

on the hemoglobin, hematocrit, red blood cell count, red blood cell indices 

and red cell distribution width. Based on the results clinicians can interpret 

whether the subject is normal, have anemia or hemoconcentration or 

polycythemia. Anemia is defined as deficiency in the concentration of red 

blood cells and the hemoglobin contained for the oxygen carrying capacity, 

and is insufficient to meet the body’s physiologic needs. It can also give 

information on the type of anemia, suspected nutrient deficiency, 

hemoglobinopathies and other red cells abnormalities. The red cell indices, 

as MCV are used for quantifying the size of the red blood cells and classifying 

anemia as normocytic, microcytic and macrocytic. The MCH and MCHC are 

used to measure the hemoglobin concentration in the red blood cells, 

classifying it as hypochromic, normochromic or hyperchromic. The RDW can 

give information on normal or increase variation in the size of red blood cells, 

known as anisocytosis. Results of red cell abnormalities can be used as a 

base to do more specific test to know the cause of the abnormalities. Pediatric 

anemia can be caused by acute, chronic, or iatrogenic blood loss; decreased 

erythrocyte production; increased destruction of erythrocytes, as with 

hemolysis; or shortened erythrocyte survival. Polycythemia is most commonly 

defined as a venous hematocrit greater than 65 %. 1,4,12 

 



Reference values and cut off points from publication can identify population 

with great risk of anemia and facilitate its management and monitoring, also 

the assessment of prevention. The World Health Organization (WHO) has 

recommended the classification of anemia based on the hemoglobin levels 

(Table 2)4,5 

 

Table 2. Anemia classification by WHO4 

Age 
population 

Hemoglobin (g/dL) 

Non 
Anemia 

Mild 
anemia 

Moderate 
anemia 

Severe 
anemia 

6-50 months > 11.0 10 – 10.9 7 – 9.9 < 7.0 

5-11 years > 11.5 11 – 11.4 8 - 10.9 < 8.0 

12-14 years > 12.0 11 – 11.9 8 - 10.9 < 8.0 

 

The WHO cut off points for determining anemia in babies and children 

differed. The lower hemoglobin reference values for babies, children and 

teenagers in Indonesia were slightly lower from 13.6%, 3.5% and 6.7%  

respectively in each age group. This should be considered when hemoglobin 

levels is used for determining anemia in epidemiological studies or in clinical 

practice. The reference values for hemoglobin, hematocrite and red blood cell 

indices (MCV and MCH) showed slight increase by age group. 7-9 The value 

of RDW can also be applied for screening of iron deficiecy anemia and 

differentiate it with thalassemia.13 

 

Red Cell Distribution width (RDW) can be expressed as RDW-SD or RDW-

CV, wth the normal reference of 42.5+3.5 fL and 12.8+1.2% respectively. This 

value are almost reported the same in children and adults. The values of RDW 

reported in the Indosnesian children study is almost the same (Table 1).1,7-9 

 

 

 



White blood cells and platelet abnormalities 
Using the reference value for white blood cells (WBC) or leukocyte, clinicians 

can suspect or confirm the presence of infection, inflammation or other 

condition. White blood cells are the main body defense against invading 

microorganism. The white blood cells are usually differentiated into 

granulocytes and non-granulocytes. Small hematology analyzer can only do 

3 differential counts based on the size of the cells, but some bigger 

hematology analyzer can perform a 5 or 6 differential count in white blood cell 

count using flowcytometry based test. Increased WBC or leukocytosis can be 

found in most bacterial infections, but some infections can cause leucopenia. 

Very high count of WBC can also be found in leukemoid reactions or leukemia 

which should be confirmed by the morphology study or other test. Low white 

blood count count can be found in viral infection, sepsis or other abnormalities 

in the marrow. As observed in table 1, the white blood count slightly 

decreased in older children groups. White blood count can be used for 

monitoring after treatment of inflammation, infection and certain malignancy. 

White blood count can differ up to 14% when taken in the morning in resting 

subjects, compared to other times of the day, although the diurnal variation is 

not clear. The WBC count in babies and children age group is within the same 

range reported, babies 11+5 103 /mL,  children 9+4 103 /mL after 12 years old 

4-10 103 /mL.1,14  

 

Changes in the platelet count can be identified as thrombocytosis (increase 

in platelet count) or thrombocytopenia (decrease in platelet count). Changes 

in platelet can be caused by decrease in production, sequestration, trapped 

in spleen, or due to small platelet clumps. These condition can be observed 

in bacterial or viral infection, sepsis, disseminated intravascular coagulation, 

autoimmune diseases, congenital anomaly syndromes, bleeding and other 

conditions. Thrombocytosis can also observed as physiological reaction in 

many conditions, or due to contamination of small red blood cells. 

Thrombocytopenia can also be found due to small platelet aggregations in 



autoimmune condition or in reactive platelets. Platelet showed slight diurnal 

variation up to 5%, megakaryocite platelet release are mostly in the late night 

and early morning. The platelets showed slight dicrease in the increasing age 

groups. Platelet count reported in the Indonesian children is within the same 

range reported, babies 200-550  103 /mL,  children 170-450 103 /mL after 12 

years old 280+180 103 /mL.1 

 

Summary 
Hematology is the most common test performed in a clinical laboratory, and 

the most used parameter by the clinician especially pediatricians. An 

established reference interval for hematological parameters in babies and 

children in Indonesia would be very useful in the epideiological or clinical 

setting. Some of the pediatric hematology reference value reported slightly 

differed compared those used by the WHO or reported in other countries, a 

specific age and ethnic reference value will be beneficial in managing 

pediatric patients. 
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